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Applied Moulding

At Canyon Creek, we offer thousands of combinations of door styles, wood species, stain colors and finish enhancements  
to inspire your creativity. With that type of selection, it’s easy to create a room that is a distinct expression of your lifestyle.

Bring your 
dream to life
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See all of the door styles offered for Cornerstone 
framed (COR) and Millennia frameless (MIL) in our 
“Door Styles” brochure. This book is presented in the 
same order as  
that piece, so  
you can easily use 
the two together 
to select the 
perfect style for 
your project.

The center panels of 
applied moulding 
styles are framed  

by a variety  
of moulding  

profiles.

COR | Springwood in Beech

Cover: COR | Prescott in Alder



3COR | Montpelier in Cherry



MIL | Monticello in Alder
           Island: Valley Forge in Alder
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With their layers of detail, applied moulding doors are often used in ornate, traditional designs like the kitchen on page 6. 
As you can see from the kitchen above, these doors work equally well in more relaxed settings.

Take a new
approach



5COR | Springwood in Hickory
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COR | Mount Vernon in  Cherry & Maple
           Beaded Inset
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The stunning show home on these two pages 
is the first example of “whole-house design” 
we’ll feature in this book.  In this case, the 
designer chose to use two applied mould-
ing styles, Monticello and Mount Vernon, 
throughout the home. The desk area at lower 

left is adjacent to the kitchen. 
Located between the garage, 
the family room and the entry 
hall, it’s the perfect landing zone 
for mail, keys and school papers.

Whole-house
design

The home features Cornerstone Inset cabinets:
Upper Left: Mount Vernon in Cherry
Lower Left: Monticello in Rustic Alder
Below: Monticello in Alder (Beaded Inset)Mount Vernon >

Monticello >
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At Canyon Creek, we offer thousands of combinations of door styles, wood species, stain colors and finish enhancements  
to inspire your creativity. With that type of selection, it’s easy to create a room that is a distinct expression of your lifestyle.

Bring your 
dream to life

Shaker Variations

Shaker is our most popular door style, as it fits well into designs from contemporary to traditional. The addition of several 
variations has created a family of doors that will outlast the trends and look stylish years after your kitchen is completed.

Our best-  
selling styles
8

MIL | Shaker in Maple



The Shaker family of doors features 
a clean, simple profile that can fit 
virtually any design style. From left:
Quattro
Trio
Duet
Valley Forge
Shaker
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MIL | Valley Forge Solid in 
           VG Fir and Maple



10 COR | Shaker in Beech



With dozens of doors in a wide range of 
styles, there are some that–at first glance–
look identical. Valley Forge and Trio (at left)
have the same basic design, but Trio features 
mitered corners. Windsor, Stratford and 
Shalimar have different profiles on the raised 

center panel, while many of the 
mitered doors have matching 
outer designs with and without 
a raised center panel. These vari-
ations create a “something for 
everyone” list of options.

What’s the 
difference?

These Millennia rooms feature Valley Forge:
Upper Right: Rift White Oak and Maple
Lower Right: Black Walnut
Below: MapleValley Forge >

Trio >
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12 MIL | Trio in Rustic Pine
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Many of the kitchens in this book showcase a mix of cabinet styles, wood species and stain colors. As in a great recipe, a 
dash of contrast between design elements and a dollop of color can create a richness and liveliness to the room.

Well-mixed  
ingredients

COR | Trio in Maple



MIL | Quattro Solid in Rustic Alder

14



15COR | Quattro in Beech
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Mortise & Tenon

Mortise & Tenon refers to the type of construction found in this family of doors. The vertical “stiles” are joined by horizontal 
“rails” to enclose the center panel. M&T styles can be personalized with your choice of door edge details for a custom look.

Traditional
classics

COR | Brentwood & Catalina in Cherry



17COR | Brentwood in Maple



COR | Normandy in Cherry18
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The owners of this Craftsman 
house wanted to keep a  
consistent look throughout the 
home, so they chose to use a 
single door style and stain color 
for all of the cabinetry. Their ex-
tensive collection of artifacts is  
beautifully showcased against 
a warm, well-lit backdrop. The 
glass front cabinet doors are  
Normandy with a routered, 
“prep for glass” option.

One style
throughout

The home features Cornerstone cabinets:
Normandy in Cherry



Shaker and Brentwood are  
another example of similar styles. 
The difference? Brentwood has a 
quarter-round shape added to the 
inner profile to soften the angular 
lines of Shaker. For added design 

flexibility, Brentwood 
is available in a variety 
of arched styles. (See 
page 32 for a look at 
Brentwood Roman.)

Variations  
on a theme

This expansive home 
features Brentwood in Alder 
(Cornerstone)Shaker >

Brentwood >
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21MIL | Windsor in Bamboo
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What else can you say about 11 named colors, the 850+ paints in the “Colors by Canyon Creek” fan deck and the “Pick Your 
Paint” program (with nearly 10,000 formulas)? Oh, and if none of those work, we’ll custom match a shade just for you!

Our paints  
are “colorific”

COR | Cape Cod Solid in Maple



23COR | Aberdeen in Sapele | Valley Forge in Cherry



COR | Canterbury in Alder24



Many of our door styles are offered with “slab” or ”DFMD” drawer fronts. Slab fronts, 
shown at left, are flat fronts that have the same outer edge details as the door, and 
offer a clean look. DFMD, shown at right, means Drawer Front Matches Door. DFMD is 
a popular upgrade that visually blends drawers and doors for a more detailed look.

25
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Rustic versions of maple, alder, beech, pine and hickory are popular for the 
abundance of unique characteristics like mineral streaks, grain variations, 
random color changes and the presence of small to medium sized knots.

Rustic woods, 
modern style

MIL | Stratford in Rustic Maple
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As we’ve already seen, many 
homes full of custom cabinets 
carry a wood species, door 
style or stain color throughout 
the entire home. To make this 
laundry room a sweet surprise, 
the designer used our Pick Your 
Paint program to get cabinets 
that match the wall color.

All of the Millennia cabinets in this 
home feature the Stratford door, in 
Rustic Maple and painted Maple.



COR | Emerson in Maple28



29COR | Garrison Inset in Alder & Maple
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Small touches like a corner desk, under-counter microwave and a roomy sink 
with a lever faucet can make a kitchen work well for any member of the family. 

Comfort & 
convenience

COR | Stratford in Maple (this page)



31COR | Norwood in Cherry & Maple



Arched & Center

32

Designed to complement the standard “square” versions of Windsor, Shalimar, Stratford and Brentwood, arched and center 
variations add a high degree of design flexibility. See the full selection in the Door Styles section of canyoncreek.com.

Something 
about curves

COR | Brentwood & Brentwood Roman in Maple



33MIL | Shalimar & Shalimar Roman in Cherry



Athens & Legend
COR | Athens & Athens Roman in Beech
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COR | Legend in Red Oak
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Athens and Legend are exclusive to our Cornerstone 
line.  As “Traditional” overlay doors, they are sized to 
reveal a full 1” of the face frame on the sides, top and 
bottom of each cabinet. 

“Modified” overlay doors (also found in Cornerstone) 
are wider, so just 1/4” of frame shows on either side.

Most of the modified overlay doors are also offered 
for our Millennia frameless line. “Frameless” means 
that there is no face frame, so the doors are attached 
directly to the cabinet box. With no frame to overlap, 
there is just 1/16” of cabinet box showing, and only 
1/8” between adjacent doors and drawer fronts.

MODIFIEDTRADITIONAL FRAMELESS



Mitered
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Since the vertical stiles and horizontal rails meet at a 45° angle, the outer part of a mitered door resembles a picture frame.  
These styles typically include beautifully detailed inner profiles for a more ornate and elegant appearance.

The “picture
frame” style

COR | Fairfax in Beech & Maple
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The wood species and color combination you choose have a big influence on how your kitchen will look. Both of these 
designs feature our Fairfax door, yet even with similar counters and flooring have a very different look and feel.

One door, two 
different looks

COR | Fairfax in Maple & Alder



MIL | Coventry in Rustic Hickory38
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Frameless cabinets are often associated with very contemporary designs, and you’ll see some later in this book. As these 
two kitchens demonstrate, Millennia cabinets fit equally well in more traditional homes, too.

Frameless for 
every style

MIL | Kennedy in Beech
          Catalina in Maple (island)



COR | Falmouth in Maple40



Shades of grey are increasingly popular in home decor, from wall color, flooring and 
fabric selections to countertop and cabinet finishes. We offer Mist, a light grey paint; 
Graphite, a warm, grey-brown stain, and Sea Drift, the opaque stain shown here.

41



COR | Limoges in Alder42
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COR | Quincy in Rustic Beech

The great advantage of custom cabinets  
is that you and your designer can create 
just about any look you can dream of.  
With all the wood species, door styles, 
colors and finish enhancements we offer, 
the possibilities are nearly endless!

When it comes to fit and function, our  
extensive product offering and wide range 
of cabinet modifications means you can 
make the most of every inch of space.



Solid Wood & Veneer
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To see how a specific door style looks in a room, visit the Door Styles section of our website, canyoncreek.com. Click  
on the Door Style Index to see an alphabetical listing of Cornerstone and Millennia room photos by door style. 

See more on
our website

MIL | Corsica in Carbonized Bamboo



45COR | Copenhagen in Red Oak



MIL | Solano in Rift White Oak46



Thermofoil & Laminate

White or creme thermofoil cabinets are a great choice when you want a bright, easy-care 
option–and, as the kitchen at left shows, they look great! Our basic laminate doors are 
available in ten solid colors, and a wide range of custom options.  Above, an artist and a 
woodworker selected clean-lined laminate cabinets for their shared studio space.  

Above: Alpine in Wilsonart “Larkspur”
Left: Winterset in White thermofoil

47



Metals MIL
ONLY(   )
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Introduce a sleek, modern vibe with metal doors in aluminum and stainless steel, and accent them with stainless steel 
shelves and aluminum base structures. Metals can be combined with wood, foil, Greenlam and more for a unique accent.

Make your 
kitchen shine

MIL | Palermo in White HG foil | S01 stainless steel doors



MIL | Fahrenheit in Fusion Maple foil | A01 Aluminum doors w/custom glass | Aluminum base structures
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Exotic Wood Veneers
MIL | Coronado in Cherry & American Red Gum

MIL
ONLY(   )

American Red Gum is a very  
colorful species with lots of grain 
variation. These computer  
renderings show a couple of  
different ways to incorporate  
Red Gum into a kitchen design.  
Because of the wild grain patterns 
found in this species, we suggest 
using Red Gum as an accent.

Right: Red Gum with Wenge

50



51MIL | Coronado in English Sycamore | Strata in Walnut with English Sycamore panels



Greenlam 
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Greenlam is a Greenguard-certified laminate that supports healthy indoor air by emitting virtually no formaldehyde. We 
use an NAUF particleboard substrate (No Added Urea Formaldehyde), so the beauty of Greenlam is more than skin deep.

For a healthy, 
colorful home

MIL | Towson in Cocoa Icing, Chocolate & Electric Blue

MIL
ONLY(   )



At left, the Electric Blue corner cabinets have been replaced with 
Chocolate. Below, the Cocoa Icing cabinets let the bright blue found 
in the island and backsplash take center stage.

Which version of this kitchen is “just right” for 
your taste? We created three versions of the 
same layout to show how different Greenlam 
patterns could be used to punch up a design. 
Like the idea? Consider using a dark wood grain 
on the base cabinets, and a brighter color, like 
Thai Fauna Silk, on the wall cabinets.

Design by degrees

Zebrano

Douglas Fir

Thai Fauna Silk

ZebraWood

Chocolate

Pista

Mud Ash

Grey Raft

Greenlam comes in a wide range of wood 
grains and solid colors that are sure to fire 
your imagination.

Fusion Maple
Red

53



MIL | Towson in Greenlam54



TSS, Greenlam and wood grain foils are a great choice for modern designs, as they offer a more consistent look than natural 
wood, with its varied grain patterns and colors. TSS also features a raised, textured surface that offers a subtle, tactile accent. 

Using wood 
alternatives

55

TSS

MIL | Corson in Pearl & Driftwood

MIL
ONLY(   )

MIL | Corson in Pearl & Driftwood



Foils
MIL | Fahrenheit in Dark Grey HG | Solano in Beech

MIL
ONLY(   )

FOIL 
SELECTIONS

TOP ROW
Striated Silver HG
Dark Red HG
Fusion Maple
Natural Wenge
Cream HG
Black HG 
White HG
Blue HG

BOTTOM ROW
Dark Oak
Striated Blue HG
Red Ebony HG
Steel HG
Dark Grey HG
Dark Pear HG
Dark Ebony HG
Striated Red HG

HG = High-Gloss56



Create a contemporary kitchen with High Gloss (HG) Foil selections for Millennia frameless cabinetry. From glossy wood 
grains and solid colors to options with subtle textures and striations, there’s a style for any design.

Clean, crisp  
and modern
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MIL | Palermo in White HG
          Metropolis in Black HG



MIL | Rialto in Dark Oak58
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Need ideas for your new kitchen? Visit the Photo Gallery section of canyoncreek.com to view hundreds of photos featuring 
our cabinets. Sites like Houzz.com, Pinterest.com and HGTV.com are also full of beautiful designs to get you inspired.

It’s easy to 
get inspired

MIL | Fahrenheit in Blue HG (L) and Striated Red HG (R)



1st KCMA Environmental Stewardship Program Participant  
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Price $3.00
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www.canyoncreek.com

Bringing the art of fine cabinetry home...

Printed on recycled stock

COR | Belmont in Cherry


